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False Story?

Reinvestigate 9/11
Led by Washington and Lon-
don, governments worldwide
rapidly exploited the 9/11 
attacks to seize Afghanistan
and Iraq and take away civil
liberties. But much of the ev-
idence produced to support
the official 9/11 story does not
stand scrutiny while other 
evidence has emerged which
seems to contradict it. 
The 9/11 Commission set

up by the Bush White House
is discredited, condemned by
its own members amid 
allegations of incompetence
and dishonesty.
It is now known that plans

to invade Afghanistan and
Iraq were well advanced 
before 9/11.  How did they
plan to get public support for
this? 
Contrary to assurances

from Bush and Blair, the 9/11
attacks did not come out of
the blue. 9/11 Commission
chair Thomas Kean has said
the attacks “could and
should have been pre-
vented”. How was "Al
Qaeda" able to evade detec-
tion by multiple agencies to
mount its complex and so-
phisticated operation? 
Speculation is now rife, not

least in Pakistan and
Afghanistan, that 9/11 was
not just the result of gross 
incompetence but some sort
of an inside job. 
In the west, sneering 

dismissal of reasonable 
questions as “conspiracy 
theories” has poisoned 
debate and betrayed the 
public's right to know the
truth. Reinvestigate 9/11
thinks it's time to confront 
the warmongers and the 
dictatorial bureaucrats on
their weakest ground: by 
re-examining the 9/11 myth 
itself.

� The CIA's 80 strong top secret Osama
Bin Laden team, despite multiple warn-
ings, supposedly had no inkling of  the at-
tacks, but on three occasions CIA officers
and their allies in the FBI blocked FBI
teams who did. CIA officers later said they
"could not recall" key meetings.

� Ever since experts reported vaporisation
in steel from the World Trade Centre, in-
dependent scientists have been denied all
access to the evidence. The "scientific ex-
planations" for the total, rapid and sym-
metrical collapse of  three (sic) towers came
from scientists answerable to the Bush
White House and were based on secret
computer models. 

� Supposedly, Flight 77 was controlled by
Hani Hanjour who, instructors said, was
incompetent on small planes, yet he ap-
parently flew it for a mile at full speed at
around sixteen feet above ground level to
hit the only part of  the Pentagon that was
nearly empty. Of  around 80 videos re-
viewed by the FBI, none showed the plane.
The images did show a white contrail and
a white flash, leading to speculation the ob-
ject was a missile.

With a massive evidence trail and many
whistleblowers, a real 9/11 probe ould help
to end the power of  the military industrial
complex. 
Make contact: go to our website, email
us with your details, and we will put you on
our ocasional email newsletter. You can
offer your support as an expert, a local con-
tact or a volunteer lobbyist.
Donate: any donation welcome, send £20
to help pay for leaflets or £50 to help pay
another ad like this. Pay via our web site,
phone (01273 326862) or send cheques to
our business sponsor Coffee Plant who fi-
nanced this ad. If  hackers take down the
web site, try again later.
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Monday November 2, 7.30, Room B111,
Brunei Building (opposite main building),
SOAS, Russell Square, WC1H 0XG.
Speakers include Scott Forbes UK victim
whose evidence was ignored by the 9/11
Commission, and Niels Harrit nanotech-
nology expert on the sinister clues in the dust
of  the World Trade Centre. Entrance is free
on the door, preference given to registered
supporters. 
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These speakers are also addressing a pri-
vate meeting for MPs, Peers and editors on
Monday at 5.00pm in the House of  Com-
mons. Phone 0207 219 3000, ask for your
MP, leave a message or go to www.write-
tothem.com to send a fax. Let us know of
those who are prepared to take this issue
seriously.

THE ADMISSION by 9/11 Commission
chair Thomas Kean that the attacks "could
and should have been prevented" was kept out
of  the report after a storm of  fury in Wash-
ington. The 9/11 Commission became a rub-
ber stamp for an official narrative
promulgated within hours of  the attacks and
maintained in almost every detail since. 
Commissioner Cleland resigned in disgust

halfway through and called the process a "na-
tional scandal" and a “whitewash”. 
Former FBI Director Louis Freeh has said
over one serious omission in their report : “we
should have the 9/11 commissioners appear

as witnesses".
9/11 victims were offered unprecedentedly
large sums - if  they remained silent. Noneth-
less many have spoken out. Patty Casazza
says: "we got platitudes, we got a lot of  rheto-
ric... and we got lies. With a smattering of  the
obvious truths... it was a complete fabrica-
tion."
The Commmission's account of  the al-

leged hijackers, was based mostly on testi-
mony passed on by the CIA from alleged
ringleader Khaled Sheikh Mohammmed.
They failed to report that this "testimony" was
extracted by torture.

“WE ARE NOT investigative reporters”.
This was the explanation offered by the
BBC’s Nick Robinson for the media’s fail-
ure to discover that the Iraq WMD alle-
gation was false. The US Senate’s
explanation was “groupthink” in media
and political circles. Could the unques-
tioning acceptance of  the official 9/11
story be a case of  groupthink too?
In a busy media environment it's easier

to attack “conspiracy theorists” than ex-
amine the facts. It's true that people prefer
to believe simple theories but this applies
to the official 9/11 story too. In fact the
most pernicious conspiracy theories are
those promoted by governments, like the

Iraq WMD claim or the idea Saddam
Hussein was behind the 9/11 attacks. 
Psychology tells us that people are

strongly inclined to believe what they are
told by those in authority, especially on
such a troubling issue as 9/11. 
There are powerful interest groups and

lobbies at work too: the war party and the
intelligence services whose members, ac-
cidentally or otherwise, let 9/11 happen.
The pro-Israel lobby recognises that 9/11
was "good for Israel" (Benjanmin Ne-
tanyahu). Some on the hard left and in the
Muslim world privately welcomed the
9/11 attacks as America’s just rewards.

SENIOR COUNSEL to the 9/11 Com-
mission John Farmer wrote in a recent
book "at some level of  the govern-
ment...there was an agreement not to tell
the truth about what happened." Farmer
has complained about the destruction of
evidence.
When the Commission seized and re-

claimed tapes the Pentagon had tried to
wipe clean, the tapes confirmed that there
was a mysterious “anti-hijack exercise” on
the morning of  9/11. 
Officials refuse to say if  the planes in the
exercise were the same as the hijacked

planes but leaked air traffic control tapes
confirm one of  the hijacked planes was
thought to be "not real traffic". Taped de-
briefs of  the air traffic controllers in
charge of  the 9/11 planes were destroyed
by managers. 
The Commission was never allowed to

see the CIA interrogation tapes of  ac-
cused ringleader Khalid Sheik Mo-
hammed which were erased by the CIA
in breach of  a court order. FBI officers in
Guatanamo Bay who opened a war
crimes file against the CIA were ordered
to close the file.

REINVESTIGATE 911 demands a fully
independent investigation. In the mean-
while we note that many eminent and
well-informed observers have come to
suspect that the official story of  9/11 is
fundamentally flawed.
Robert Fisk:  "Even I question the

'truth' about 9/11"
Gore Vidal: “To this day, nobody

knows what they hit (the pentagon) with,
whether  it was a plane or a missile and

our government will never tell us.”
Robert Novak, US columnist: "Secu-

rity experts and airline officials agree pri-
vately that the simultaneous hijacking of
four jetliners was an 'inside job`, proba-
bly indicating complicity beyond malfea-
sance..."
Many commentators now agree that

Osama bin Laden is dead and has been
for years. If  so, who has been producing
the fake videos?
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We believe that Fairtrade is not enough.
We object to the ongoing attacks on our fellow humans
who happen to live in Afghanistan, Pakistan or Iraq.
Human rights cannot be imposed at the barrel of a gun.
By accident or design, 9/11 led to a putsch by the mili-
tary industrial complex. Republican President Eisen-
hower warned America of the threat from this moral and

economic cancer that neither people, the planet or
legitimate businesses can afford to tolerate any longer.
We support Reinvestigate 911, and have contributed to
this ad. We call on other businesses to do the same.
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